“Public Engagement in Latin@ and Latin American Studies at UO”

CLLAS SYMPOSIUM

March 12, 2015
Knight Library, Browsing Room

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
“DREAM ACT” Activists
Lizbeth Mateo & Marco Saavedra

RECEPTION & MUSIC
Puerto Rican Bomba with Proyecto Unión

PANELS
Advancing Latino Equity in Oregon: Education and Civic Public Participation for Empowerment
Human Rights and Social Memory in Guatemala
Latino History, Resources, and Public Education in Oregon
Afro-Descendant and Indigenous Music and Culture

CENTER for LATINO/A and LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
For information: Eli Meyer, CLLAS Assistant Director, (541) 346-5714, emeyer@uoregon.edu
http://cllas.uoregon.edu/symposium-2015/
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